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VALUABLE FEATURES:

The most valuable thing in my opinion is the ease of moving objects for storage from AUT into the object repository and handling
them.
Also, built-in features for database connectivity and SQL queries for data retrieval are a time saver. This eliminates the need for
descriptive programming and writing huge chunks of code for relatively simple tasks.
Step delay and object sync options are also a very useful feature.

IMPROVEMENTS TO MY ORGANIZATION:

It saves time and manpower. Test development and maintenance are faster and easier thanks to UFT.
Also, one tool covers several projects developed in different technologies while the approach to test design can remain the same.
A relatively small team of trained professionals can cover a wide range of tests.
Due to UFT’s popup messages for errors and test execution results viewer, it is very simple to analyze the test results and figure
out what went wrong, reducing the time needed for defect detection and test updates.

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT:

When it comes to improvements, definitely stability and system requirements are something that could be worked on. In cases of
longer tests (in forms of so-called Mega Scripts), there can be a seriously huge usage of virtual memory by UFT that can lead to
SystemOutOfMemory exceptions which are showstoppers and a huge annoyance.
Object recognition can be tricky sometimes. For example, UFT doesn’t recognize the object during test execution, but when you
pause the run and click “highlight in app” button in object repository it recognizes the object and you can continue with the run.
You still get the “failed” status in run results although it was a UFT error.
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USE OF SOLUTION:
We use UFT only for our own test automation needs.
DEPLOYMENT ISSUES:
We haven't had any issues with deployment.
STABILITY ISSUES:
See the stability issues we had above.
SCALABILITY ISSUES:
We've scaled it for our needs.
OTHER ADVICE:
My advice would be to find at least one experienced automation developer who previously worked with UFT to provide practical
know-how to others when implementing it for the first time.
Learning the basics is easy and intuitive when you receive a proper training. But using UFT the wrong way can turn out to be cost
ineffective. UFT is an expensive tool that can save you a lot of time and effort and provide great value for money if used correctly,
but also turn out as ineffective related to value-for-money if used the wrong way.
YouTube tutorials are not the best way of training people for using this tool, the best way is finding people who already have
experience to work with it or provide proper training for employees who have never worked with it.
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